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Abstract

We present KumQuat, a system for automatically generating
data-parallel implementations of Unix shell commands and
pipelines. The generated parallel versions split input streams,
execute multiple instantiations of the original pipeline com-
mands to process the splits in parallel, then combine the
resulting parallel outputs to produce the final output stream.
KumQuat automatically synthesizes the combine operators,
with a domain-specific combiner language acting as a strong
regularizer that promotes efficient inference of correct com-
biners. We present experimental results that show that these
combiners enable the effective parallelization of our bench-
mark scripts.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Concur-
rent computing methodologies; • Software and its engineer-

ing→ Software development techniques.

Keywords: Automatic parallelization, program synthesis

1 Introduction

The Unix shell, working in tandem with the wide range
of commands it supports, provides a convenient program-
ming environment for many stream-processing computa-
tions. Shell commands—which can be written in multiple
languages—typically execute sequentially on a single pro-
cessor. This sequential execution often leaves available data
parallelism, in which a command operates on different parts
of an input stream in parallel, unexploited. This observation
has motivated the development of systems that exploit data
parallelism in shell pipelines [5, 10, 14]. A key prerequisite
is obtaining the combiners necessary for merging the result-
ing multiple parallel output streams correctly into a single
output. Previous systems rely on developers to manually
implement such combiners and associate them with their
corresponding shell commands [5, 10, 14].
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(a) Serial pipeline that consists of two commands f1, f2

(b) Unoptimized parallel pipeline that executes a combiner after
each parallel command

(c) Optimized parallel pipeline that executes multiple commands in
parallel after eliminating intermediate combiners

Figure 1. KumQuat parallelizes a pipeline by splitting input
streams, running parallel copies of original commands on
the input substreams, and combining output substreams.

We present a new system, KumQuat, for automatically
exploiting data parallelism available in Unix pipelines. Work-
ing with the commands in the pipeline as black boxes, Kum-
Quat automatically generates inputs that explore the be-
havior of a command to infer and automatically generate a
combiner for it. This capability enables KumQuat to auto-
matically generate data-parallel versions of Unix pipelines,
including pipelines that contain new commands or command
options for which combiners were previously unavailable.

KumQuat targets commands that can be expressed as data-
parallel divide-and-conquer computations with two phases:1
the first phase executes the original, unmodified command
in parallel on disjoint parts of the input; the second phase
combines the partial results from the first phase to obtain the
final output. A domain-specific combiner language acts as a
strong regularizer that promotes efficient learning of correct
combiners. The resulting (automatically generated) parallel
computation executes directly in the same environment and
with the same program and data locations as the original
sequential command.

1There is no requirement that the actual internal implementation must
be structured as a divide-and-conquer computation—because KumQuat
interacts with the command as a black box, the requirement is instead only
that the computation that it implements can be expressed in this way.
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2 Working Example

Consider a Unix shell pipeline that counts the frequency of
words in an input stream [2]:

cat $IN | tr -cs A-Za-z '\n' | tr A-Z a-z |

sort | uniq -c | sort -rn

The six commands in the pipeline (1) read the input stream,
(2) break the input stream into lines of words, (3) convert
words into lower case, (4) sort words, placing eachword on its
own line, (5) compare adjacent words, removing duplicates
and prepending each unique word with a count, and (6) sort
the words on their counts in reverse order.
KumQuat exploits the data parallelism available in each

command by splitting the input stream into substreams and
instantiating copies of each command to process the sub-
streams in parallel. These parallel computations produce a
set of parallel output substreams. A key question is how to
appropriately combine these output substreams into a single
final output stream of the command. KumQuat synthesizes
a combiner for each parallelizable command (Figures 1a,1b).
To focus synthesis on a productive space of candidate

combiners, KumQuat works with combiners expressible in a
domain-specific combiner language [11]. This DSL contains
operators that map another combiner across the components
of a stream, select among multiple streams, combine multi-
ple stream components into a single component, rerun the
command on the concatenated input streams, and combine
multiple streams into a single stream in a variety of ways.

KumQuat targets commands f with combiner д such that

f (x1 ++ x2) = д(f (x1), f (x2))

for all input streams x1, x2, where the streams are structured
as units separated by delimiters and terminate with newlines.
++ denotes string concatenation.

To synthesize these combiners, KumQuat repeatedly gen-
erates input streams x1 and x2, feeds them to the serial and
parallel versions of f instantiated with candidate combiners
д, and compares the resulting serial and parallel outputs to
discard candidate combiners д that do not satisfy the equa-
tion [11]. In our example this process quickly produces the
correct DSL combiners: (1) concat for “cat $IN”, (2) rerun
for “tr -cs A-Za-z ’\n’”, (3) concat for “tr A-Z a-z”,
(4) merge for “sort”, (5) (stitch2 ‘ ‘ add first) for “uniq -c”,
and (6) merge(’-rn’) for “sort -rn”. Note that the correct
combiner depends both on the command and its flags.
KumQuat then uses the synthesized combiners to par-

allelize the pipeline. By default, KumQuat splits the input
stream before each such command and applies the combiner
after the command (Figure 1b). In many cases, however,
it is possible to enhance parallel performance (exploiting
pipelined parallelism across consecutive commands) by elimi-
nating intermediate combiners so that the output substreams
for one command feed directly into the input substreams for
the direct parallel execution of the next command (Figure 1c).

3 Experimental Results

We evaluate KumQuat on 70 benchmark scripts, includ-
ing mass-transit analytics [13], natural language process-
ing [4, 8], classic Unix one-liners [1, 2, 6, 9, 12], and Unix50
scripts [3, 7]. The benchmarks contain 133 unique com-
mand/flag combinations (referred to as “commands” below),
where 121 process data and read an input stream.

KumQuat synthesizes a combiner for 113 of the 121 unique
commands. No combiners are synthesized for the remaining
8, where 7 have no correct combiners. Using the synthesized
combiners, KumQuat parallelizes 325 of the 427 pipeline
stages (76.1%) in the benchmarks and eliminates 144 (44.3%)
during optimization. The resulting parallel scripts produce
the same outputs as original. Among the scripts whose serial
execution time is at least 3 minutes, the unoptimized parallel
speedup ranges between 3.5–14.9× (median 8.5×) and the op-
timized parallel speedup ranges between 3.8–26.9× (median
11.3×). These results highlight KumQuat’s ability to exploit
the data parallelism implicitly present in the benchmarks.
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